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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of an empirical transient model for a 11 kW (nominal cooling) water-water
heat pump for TRNSYS. The heat pump was first tested
experimentally at steady state and a performance map
was developed. It is shown that the steady state performance map is inadequate for accurately modelling the
performance of the heat pump because of start up transient conditions. Transient experiments were performed
in an attempt to characterize the transient startup effects
of the heat pump. A simple transient model was developed based on the steady state performance map and time
constants. The time constants are functions of the time
elapsed since the heat pump was last energized. The transient model was found to be more accurate than a steady
state model for predicting condenser and evaporator heat
transfer.
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INTRODUCTION

Heat pump are usually rated using steady-state experimental data and performance studies are typically based
on that data (Winkler, 2009). The standard heat pump
models in TRNSYS use user defined performance maps
to interpolate steady-state conditions and therefore ignore
transient effects.
Henderson (1982) has shown that steady-state models
tend to predict higher seasonal Coefficients Of Performance (COP) than transient models for a air to water
heat pumps used for space heating. The transient models
simply consisted of the steady-state model with a time
constant (as in Equation 1). The time constants used were
55 s and 133 s in order to bracket the range of available
experimental data. It was found that compared to the
steady-state model, the transient models calculated 3.4
and 9.8% increases in seasonal energy consumption and a
3.3 and 7.1% reduction in COP. Some heat pump models
that account for transient effects have been developed for
TRNSYS, but they do not come with the standard library
of models (Kummert and Bernier, 2008; Afjei and Wetter,
1997). These models also use a time constant approach
but are for water-air heat pumps.
Transient heat pump models used for building simulation
typically neglect transient effects in electrical power supply during start-up periods. Garde et al. (2001) state that

this assumption is reasonable since the power surge only
lasts a few seconds. These findings are important and
seem to point to a need for modelling of transient effects
in order to increase the accuracy of the heat pump model
results.
i
dQ̇transient
1h
Q̇steady − Q̇transient
=
dt
τ

(1)

where Q̇transient is the transient model heat transfer rate,
Q̇steady is the steady-state model heat transfer rate, t is
time, and τ is the time constant.
Motivation
This work comes in the larger context of work currently
being conducted by the authors (Brideau et al., 2015).
For that work, a custom water-water heat pump will be
installed in an experimental house as part of an innovative
radiant heating and cooling system. Accurate sub-hourly
modelling of the heat pump will be required in order to
allow for future modelling studies.
For this paper, the custom water-water heat pump mentioned above was tested experimentally in Carleton University’s Sustainable Building Energy Systems (SBES)
Laboratory.
The heat pump was provided by Ecologix, and was a
model GX employing R134a refrigerant. It’s catalogue
number was W2W420-1-NI-S004. The heat pump had a
refrigerant charge of 1.22 kg.
The aim of the experimental testing was to map the steady
state performance of the heat pump at various operating
conditions. Additionally, transient tests were also performed. These tests were then used to develop a simple
empirical model.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two water storage tanks were used to store condenser
and evaporator water at desired temperatures. An in-line
electrical heater was used to heat the evaporator water
as required, and a heat exchanger was used to cool the
condenser water. The water temperatures supplied by the
in-line electrical heater and chilled water heat exchanger
was varied to maintain a given return temperature set
point to the heat pump using proportionalintegralderiva-

tive controllers.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus used for
testing the heat pump.
Temperature measurements
Thermocouples were installed in the water lines on the
supply and return sides of the condenser and evaporator.
Additionally, thermopiles were installed on the condenser
and evaporator water lines, as well as platinum resistance
thermometers (Pt100) on the supply and return sides of
the condenser.
The thermocouples were previously calibrated by Johnson (2011) with the Pt100s. A National Instruments cFPTC-125 module was used to measure the mV signal from
the thermopiles. The bias error (as discussed in Section 3)
of the thermocouples was 0.47◦ C for the range of temperatures in the evaporator water. The bias error of the
thermocouples on the condenser side was also 0.47◦ C
for the range of temperatures. For the condenser temperatures, this bias error is only valid for the range of
temperatures seen in the transient experiments discussed
later as the Pt100s were used in the steady state experiments. The sources of bias error for the thermocouples
are listed in Table 1. The calibration bias error includes
the maximum regression residual, the reference junction
drift, the Pt100 bias (used to calibrate the thermocouples),
and the electromotive force (emf) read error from the
data acquisition system. The experiment read and cold
junction compensation (CJC) bias error included the data
acquisition system cold junction measurement error, as
well as the data acquisition system emf bias error.
Table 1: Thermocouple bias error sources
Error sources
Error Value (◦ C)

Calibration
0.27

Experiment Read
and CJC
0.38

To accurately measure the difference in temperature between the inlet and outlet of the heat pump at both the
condenser and evaporator, 5-junction thermopiles were
used. The thermopiles were calibrated by Johnson (2011).
A National Instruments cFP-TC-125 module was used to
measure the mV signal from the thermopiles. The bias
error from the thermopile was determined to be 0.16◦ C.
The sources of bias error for the thermopile are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: Thermopile bias error sources
Error
sources

Calibration
curve max.
residual

Calibration
bias

emf measurement

0.114

0.046

0.040

Error
Value
(◦ C)

Pt100s with thermowells were used for the steady state
experiments on the condenser side (one Pt100 in inlet
and one Pt100 in outlet). Previous work by Geoffrey
Johnson, a member of the SBES lab, had shown that the
thermowells had no significant impact on steady state
measurements with the Pt100s. The bias error for the
Pt100s was 0.03◦ C each. The sources of bias errors for
the Pt100s are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Pt100 bias error sources
Error
sources
Error
Value
(◦ C)

Sensor

Resistance
measurement

Calibration fit

0.02

0.02

0.008

Flow meters
The condenser and evaporator water volumetric flow rates
were measured with positive displacement flow meters
(Brooks models BM10, and BM40 respectively). A National Instruments cFP-CTR-502 data acquisition module
was used to count pulses coming from the flow meters.
The bias error of the flow meter as provided by the manufacturer was 1% of measured flow rate. Additionally, if it
is assumed that one pulse is missed or one too many pulse
is counted, at the end or beginning of the measurement
period, this would yield a bias uncertainty of 0.006 L/s
for the condenser and 0.014 L/s for the evaporator for
each individual measurement (every 5 seconds). For the
steady state measurement in its entirety (10 minutes) this
bias becomes negligeable.
Electrical power measurement
The electrical power draw was measured using a WattNode Pulse WNB-3D-240-P (seen directly above the heat
pump in Figure 2) with two 30 Amp current transformers
(Model CTS-0750-030 LF) (as shown in Figure 3). If it is
assumed that one pulse is missed or one too many pulse
is counted at the end or beginning of the measurement
period, this pulse would yield an uncertainty of 540W
for each individual measurement (every 5 seconds). For
the steady state measurement in its entirety (10 minutes)
this uncertainty becomes negligible.

Figure 1: Heat pump experiment apparatus schematic

Figure 3: Current transformers
A National Instruments cFP-CTR-502 data acquisition
module was used to count pulses coming from the WattNode. The total uncertainty for the electrical consumption
measurements was less than 3.5% of the measured value.
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Figure 2: Heat pump in SBES lab

STEADY STATE TEST

The heat pump was tested at steady nominal recommended
water flow rates, and average condenser and evaporator
water temperatures. Once steady state conditions (or as
close as possible) were achieved, 100 data points were
taken every 5 seconds (for a total of 8.33 min). The
heat pump operating conditions that were tested were as
follows:
• Condenser average water temperature: 27, 31, 37,
43, 49, 55, 611 [◦ C]
• Evaporator average water temperature: 71 , 10, 15,
20, 25 [◦ C]
• Flow rates:0.57 L/s (Nominal flow rate as per manufacturer’s recommendations)
1 The combination of 7◦ C evaporator water temperature and 61◦ C
condenser water temperature was not tested

Additional flow rates were tested for limited water temperatures combinations. These were:
• Condenser average water temperature of 27◦ C and
evaporator average water temperature of 10◦ C
• Condenser average water temperature of 61◦ C and
evaporator average water temperature of 20◦ C
• Flow rates:0.44 and 0.70 L/s

the heat pump. Table 4 shows the percentage difference
in heat transfer rates and power consumption between the
nominal flow rate results and the higher and lower flow
rates. These results show that for changes in flow rates
greater than 20%, there is a very small difference in the
performance of the heat pump. These changes are within
the experimental uncertainty.

Experimental results

Uncertainty analysis

The condenser and evaporator heat transfer can be calculated from the measurements using Equation 2.

The bias and precisions errors of a multiple-sample measurement can be calculated using the method defined by
Moffat (1988). The bias error B for a single measurement i with multiple sources of errors j is found using
Equation 5. When measured data Xi is used to calculate
derived values R, Equation 6 is used to calculate the bias
error for those derived values. The precision error S is
found using Equation 7 when N samples of a similar measurement are taken, and an average value is calculated
from those measurements. Similarly to the propagation
of bias error when a derived value is calculated, the precision error can be calculated for derived value using
Equation 8.

Q̇ = V̇ ρCp ∆T

(2)

where V̇ is the volumetric flow rate (m3 /s), ρ is the
water density(kg · m−3 ), Cp is the water specific heat
(J · kg −1 · K −1 ), and ∆T is the difference between the
inlet and outlet temperatures (◦ C).
The density and specific heat vary with temperature. Data
from CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Haynes,
2013) was used to fit sixth order polynomials for both
properties. The resulting residuals were negligible. The
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics quotes uncertainties of 0.001% and 0.1% for density and specific heat
at 1 atm.
The experimental results for the condenser and evaporator
heat transfer rates are shown in Figures 4 and 5 with error
bars. The uncertainty of the condenser heat transfer rate
was calculated to be less than 1.3%. The uncertainty of
the evaporator heat transfer rate was calculated to be less
than 5% for all cases. The electrical power consumption
results are shown in Figure 6. The error bars are not
shown for clarity. The uncertainty in the electrical power
measurements was between 81 W and 187 W .
The heating coefficient of performance (COPh ) for each
of these points can also be calculated with Equation 3.
The results can be seen in Figure 7.
COPh = Q̇cond /Ṗelec

(4)

where; Q̇cond is the condenser heat transfer rate, Q̇evap
is the evaporator heat transfer rate, and Ṗelec is the compressor electrical power draw.

(5)

j=1

( n 
)1/2
X ∂R 2
Bi
BR =
where R = f (Xi ) (6)
∂Xi
i=1
1/2

N
X
2
1
(Xj − X̄j )
√
Si =


N
−
1
N
j=1

(7)

( n 
)1/2
X ∂R 2
Si
SR =
where R = f (Xi ) (8)
∂Xi
i=1

(3)

The cooling coefficient of performance (COPc ) can be
calculated with Equation 4.
COPc = Q̇evap /Ṗelec = COPh − 1


1/2
n
X

Bi =
(Bj2 )



The bias and precision errors can then be added together
to find the total uncertainty with Equation 9 at 95% confidence interval, with t being the Student’s t multiplier
using the two-tailed distribution at 95% confidence interval. In the case of the experiment discussed here, there
were 99 degrees of freedom, therefore t was found to be
1.984.

(UR )0.95 = (BR )2 + (tSR )2

1/2

(9)

Influence of flow rate on performance
The heat pump was tested at two additional flow rates
for two steady state test points. This was to determine
whether water flow rate influenced the performance of
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TRANSIENT TESTS

A set of transient experiments were performed to characterize the startup characteristics of the heat pump. The
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Figure 4: Condenser heat transfer rates - steady state experimental results
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Figure 5: Evaporator heat transfer rates - steady state experimental results
Table 4: Percent difference in performance at different flow rates
Tcond a Tevap b
(◦ C)
(◦ C)

a
b

27

10

61

20

Condenser Flow
Rate (L/s)
0.57 (Nominal)
0.70
0.44
0.57 (Nominal)
0.70
0.44

Percentage
Difference

Evaporator Flow
Rate (L/s)
0.57 (Nominal)
0.70
0.44
0.57 (Nominal)
0.70
0.45

Q̇cond

Q̇evap

0.86
-1.0
1.3
0.015

0.86
-1.9
0.97
-1.2

Tcond is the average condenser inlet and outlet water temperature.
Tevap is the average evaporator inlet and outlet water temperature.

Ṗelec
-1.2
0.39
-0.91
1.6
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Figure 6: Electrical power consumption - steady state experimental results
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Figure 7: Heating COP - steady state experimental results
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The statistical software R was used to fit the steady state
experimental data through polynomial equations using
linear regression. The equations were of the form shown
in Equation 10. Only terms with 95% statistical significance were kept. These line fits gave maximum absolute
residuals of 215 W , 139 W , and 38 W for Q̇cond ,Q̇evap ,
and Ṗelec respectively. Table 5 shows the coefficients to
be used in Equation 10.
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heat pump was started from a cold state (room temperature, previously not active for an entire day), and after
various periods of cool down time following approximately 30 minutes cycles. Figure 8 shows these cycles
back to back on the same graph. The first cycle was a
cold start. During the experimental phase, these cycles
did not actually occur back to back as Figure 8 suggests.
The data shown in Figure 8 is stitched up from a series
of three different experiments: the cold start cycle, the
180 minute cycle, and the remaining three cycles. In all
experiments, the flow rates were maintained at approximately 0.57 L/s on the evaporator and condenser sides
when the heat pump was ON. The pumps were turned off
when the heat pump was turned off. The inlet condenser
water temperature was approximately 29◦ C and the inlet
evaporator water temperature was approximately 17◦ C.
Because of thermal mass in the thermowells used with the
Pt100s, thermocouples were used for the transient tests
in the condenser water. Thermocouples were directly in
contact with water so did not have additional thermal
mass. Thermocouples had a higher uncertainty than the
Pt100s however. For the transient cycles in Figure 8, the
maximum uncertainty of all of the data points for the
condenser heat transfer rate was 1653 W . In comparison,
the maximum evaporator heat transfer rate uncertainty
was 606 W with the use of the 5-junction thermopile.
The maximum uncertainty of individual electrical power
measurements was 549 W . Most of this uncertainty is
caused by the potential for lost pulses due to the short
sampling time. As will be discussed later, the uncertainty
of a single measurement is not critical however.

Steady state model applied to transient test
Q̇cond , Q̇evap , orṖelec = ΨA +ΨB ·Tcond +ΨC ·Tevap
2
2
3
3
+ ΨD · Tevap
+ ΨE · Tcond
+ ΨF · Tcond
+ ΨG · Tevap
2
2
+ΨH ·Tcond ·Tevap +ΨI ·Tcond
·Tevap +ΨJ ·Tevap
·Tcond
(10)

where; Tcond is the average of the inlet and outlet condenser water temperatures and Tevap is the average of the
inlet and outlet evaporator water temperatures.
Table 5: Steady state heat pump equations coefficients
Coefficients
ΨA
ΨB
ΨC
ΨD
ΨE
ΨF
ΨG
ΨH
ΨI
ΨJ

Q̇cond

Q̇evap

Ṗelec

7615.49967
200.28115
195.67967
-11.39857
-7.61195
0.08412
0
13.59214
-0.24422
0.26873

7571.988
0
293.2520
-12.88905
-2.825196
0.03634158
0
9.898861
-0.2172919
0.3036873

960.731802
99.383975
-40.297711
0
-2.180799
0.030719
0
2.622637
-0.030876
0

In order to test the adequacy of the steady state model
discussed in Section 5, the model results were compared
with experimental data discussed in Section 4. Figures 9
through 13 show the percentage error between the steady
state model and the experiment in total energy transfer in
the condenser and evaporator and the electricity consumption since the beginning of the various cycles. Figure 9
is the cold start cycle where the heat pump had been
sitting idle in over 24 hours. The following figures correspond to cycles with progressively shorter idle time, as
seen in Figure 8. The energy was calculated at every 3
minutes, which will be the time step of the full model
simulations. Equations 11 through 13 were used to calculate the energy transfer/consumption since beginning
of the various cycles. The left Reinmann sum is used to
approximate the integral in for both the experimental and
modelled data. The experimental data is available every
5 seconds, whereas the modelled data is available every 3
minutes, the length of one model time step. Equation 14
calculates the percentage error between the modelled and
experimental results.
t=ϕ

Z
Econd =

Q̇cond dt

(11)

Q̇evap dt

(12)

Ṗelec dt

(13)

t=0

Steady state model
With the equations defined in Section 5, a steady state
model was developed. The steady state model requires
the inputs and returns the outputs shown in Table 6.
Equation 10 is based on the average condenser and evaporator water inlet/outlet temperatures. As typically, only
the inlet temperatures are known, an iterative process was
used to solve Equation 10 for Q̇cond ,Q̇evap , and Ṗelec .
At each time step, for the first iteration, the average condenser and evaporator water temperatures are assumed
to be equal to the inlet temperatures and Q̇cond ,Q̇evap ,
and Ṗelec , are calculated. The outlet water temperatures
are then calculated with Equation 2. New average water
temperatures are then calculated for the condenser water and evaporator water. This process is repeated until
the average condenser temperature changes by less than
0.001◦ C between two iterations.
Because the performance of the heat pump is not sensitive
to flow rate for the same average temperatures, this model
allows for a wide range of flow rates to be used. Typically, performance maps are based on inlet temperatures.
Unless the flow rates at which the performance map was
taken are known, it is impossible to correct for flow rates
in that case. For this work, the performance map is based
on average temperatures. This means that correction for
flow rates can be performed whether or not the flow rates
at which the performance map were taken are known.

t=ϕ

Z
Eevap =

t=0

Z

t=ϕ

Eelec =
t=0

Where ϕ is the time since the beginning of the cycle (in
seconds).
%error = 100 ·

Emodel − Eexperiment
Eexperiment

(14)

The results show that the error falls with shorter time periods between cycles. This may be caused by the fact that
the heat pump is already warmed up, and that refrigeration migration back to the evaporator may not have had
time to fully occur for shorter time periods. For shorter
time periods between cycles, a steady state model seems
appropriate. Additionally, The total error goes down, the
longer the cycle lasts as the heat pump approaches steady
state and the initial transient errors become smaller relative to the total energy of the cycle. However, it is clear
that the steady state model is not appropriate if flexibility
in idle time between cycle and cycle length is required.

Table 6: Heat pump model inputs and outputs
Inputs

Outputs
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A simple transient model was applied to the the steady
state Equations 10 and corresponding coefficients. This
model is based on the assumption that condenser and
evaporator startup transient heat transfer rates can be
modelled with Equation 15.
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Figure 11: Percentage difference in energy between
steady state model and experiment since start of cycle - 1
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i
dQ̇transient
1h
=
Q̇steady − Q̇transient
dt
τ

(15)

Where, Q̇transient is the transient heat transfer rate for
either the condenser or the evaporator, and Q̇steady is the
corresponding steady state heat transfer rate as calculated

with Equation 10. When discretized, this equation yields
Equation 16.



Q̇transient = Q̇steady 1 − e−∆t/τ
+ Q̇transient,t−1 · e−∆t/τ

(16)

Where the subscript t − 1 denotes the previous time step.
The time constant τ is a function of the amount of time
since the end of the last cycle. This is due to both the
heat loss or gain from the heat exchangers and refrigerant
migration. The rates of heat loss/gain and refrigerant
migration will be highest immediately after the heat pump
is turned off, and get smaller with time. Therefore, this
time constant τ can be assumed to change with a rate of
change proportional to the difference between the time
constant for a cycle with that had not been turned on
for an infinitely large amount of time (τcoldstart ) and the
current time constant τ . This can be seen in Equation 17.
1
dτ
= [τcoldstart − τ ]
dt
A

(17)

Where, A is a coefficient (in seconds) and τcoldstart is
the time constant for a cycle started after a large amount
of time since the last cycle (i.e. cold start cycle). Discretizing this equation yields Equation 18

Finding unknown parameters
For each the condenser and the evaporator, three parameters are unknown: A, τcoldstart , and τ0 . These were
found using the experimental data from Figure 8. A genetic algorithm was used to minimize the error between
the transient model and the experimental data. The objective function is shown in Equation 19.
v
u
2
N 
u X X
Γmodel − Γexperiment
(19)
f =u
u
Γexperiment
uΓ=E
i=0
cond
t
Eevap
Eelec

Where N is the total number of 3 minutes time steps for
which the heat pump is ON during cycles that are used to
evaluate the unknown parameters. Only three of the five
cycles were used to evaluate the unknown parameters:
cold start, 1 hours idle, and 15 minutes idle. The other
two cycles (3 hours idle, and 30 minutes idle) were used
for validation. E is the total energy (heat or electrical) in
Joules since the beginning of the cycle of interest. At the
end of each cycle, E is reset to zero. E can be defined by
the following equations:
t=180s·i+∆t

Z
Econd =

Q̇cond dt

(20)

Q̇evap dt

(21)

Ṗelec dt

(22)

t=180s·i



τ = τcoldstart 1 − e−∆t/A + τt−1 · e−∆t/A

(18)

t=180s·i+∆t

Z
Eevap =

t=180s·i

The value of τ is not necessarily zero at the end of a cycle.
An additional parameter is defined. This parameter τ0 is
the value of τ immediately following the end of a cycle.
Transient model solution methodology
The transient model is solved iteratively. For the first iteration, (and if the heat pump is ON) the inlet condenser and
evaporator temperatures are used to evaluate the steady
state condenser and evaporator heat transfer rates and the
compressor electrical power (Equation 10). Then, the
transient condenser and evaporator heat transfer rates are
calculated with Equation 16 based on the corresponding
time constants. An average water temperature is then calculated for the condenser and evaporator and the steady
state values from Equation 10 can be recalculated. This
is iterated until convergence. When Q̇transient reaches
99.9% of Q̇steady , the transient model is switched off,
Q̇steady is used for the rest of the cycle, and τ is reset
to τ0 . Between two ON cycles, Equation 18 is used to
calculate the time constant τ based on the elapsed time
since the previous cycle.

Z

t=180s·i+∆t

Eelec =
t=180s·i

Where ∆t is the 3 minute time step (180 seconds), the
180s is to convert the time step i into time t in seconds.
The left Reinmann sum is used to approximate both the
experimental and the modelled energy (Equations 20
through 22) over a 3 minute time step. The experimental
data was taken every 5 seconds while the modelled data
was taken every three minutes.
As mentioned at the end of Section 4, the uncertainty of
the individual measurements of the transient experiment
is of secondary concern for the accuracy of the transient
portion of the model. This can be explained by the fact
that the transient part of the model only deals with time
response (various time constants) and not magnitudes of
heat transfer (Q̇). This means that the transient experiment needs to be accurate in the time response, and that
the uncertainty of the magnitude of the measurements is
not a primary concern.

Solving the optimization problem described above gave
the parameters seen in Table 7. These parameters can
then be used to validate the transient model.
Table 7: Parameters for transient heat pump model
Condenser
(hr)

Parameters

Evaporator
(hr)

Percentage error of modelled energy
since beginning of cycle (%)

Results of transient heat pump model
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Figure 16:2 Percentage difference in energy between transient model and experiment since start of cycle - 1 hour
since last cycle
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Figure 17: Percentage difference in energy between transient model and experiment since start of cycle - 33 minutes since last cycle
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Figure 14: Percentage difference in energy between transient model and experiment since start of cycle - cold
start

Percentage error of modelled energy
since beginning of cycle (%)

Percentage error of modelled energy
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Figures 14 through 18 show the results of the transient
model with the optimized parameters. As mentioned previously, only three of the five cycles were used to evaluate
the unknown parameters: cold start, 1 hours idle, and 15
minutes idle. The other two cycles (3 hours idle, and 30
minutes idle) were used for validation. Nevertheless, the
results of the evaluation cycles are also shown here.
In all cases, except the 15 minutes case, the condenser
and evaporator error is greatly reduced for the first few
time steps. There is no change to the error of the electrical
requirements as it is based on steady state values only.

Percentage error of modelled energy
since beginning of cycle (%)
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Figure 18: Percentage difference in energy between transient model and experiment since start of cycle - 15 minutes since last cycle
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Figure 15: Percentage difference in energy between transient model and experiment since start of cycle - 3 hours
since last cycle
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CONCLUSION

A 11 kW (nominal cooling) water-water heat pump was
tested experimentally and an empirical model was derived.
It was shown that a steady state performance map model
was inadequate to model the heat pump due to startup
transient effects. A transient model was developed based
on a performance map approach coupled with time constants for the condenser and evaporator heat transfer rates.
Such time constant was not developed for the compressor

electrical consumption. The time constants were dependent on the elapsed time since the heat pump was last
switched from energized to de-energized. This approach
gave better results than the steady state model alone for
the condenser and evaporator heat transfer rates.
Often, other components of heating and cooling systems
such as boilers and air source heat pumps, are also modelled with steady state models. This work shows that
there may be a case to be made for revisiting some of the
assumptions that building simulationists sometimes make
about the use of steady state models.
Further work could be undertaken in the future:
• The transient nature of the electrical consumption
should be investigated further to allow for a transient model for the compressor.
• Further transient tests should be run at various inlet
temperatures to verify the time response over a
wide range of temperatures.
• Investigation of the predictions differences between
the steady state and transient models in an actual
system should be completed.
• Experimental investigation of the condenser and
evaporator heat transfer rates following switching
off of the heat pump and continuing operation of
pumps would provide some insight into whether
the pumps should be set on timer as opposed to
turning off with the heat pump.
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